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nisms for the adhesion of chitin
and chitosan to montmorillonite clay†

Yan Wang,a Jakob Wohlert,*bc Malin Bergenstråhle-Wohlert,bc Yaoquan Tua

and Hans Ågren*a

Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to investigate molecular adhesion of chitin and

chitosan oligomers to montmorillonite (Mnt) clay at different degrees of acetylation (DA, 0%, 20%, 40%,

60%, 80% and 100%) and different degree of protonation (DPr, 0%, 50%, 100% mimicking pH > 6.5, pH ¼
6.5, pH < 4, respectively) under fully hydrated conditions. Although the Mnt surface is negatively charged

and a variation in DA also implies going from a positively charged oligomer at DA ¼ 0% to a neutral

oligomer at DA ¼ 100%, the simulations show unexpectedly small variation of the total molecular

adhesion as a function of DA. From our analysis we propose that this quantitatively similar adhesion

arises from two different mechanisms. At low DA, the oligomer is rich in positively charged amino

groups interacting strongly with the negatively charged surface by direct electrostatic interaction. On the

other hand, at high DA, electrically neutral acetyl groups are strongly correlated with the Na+ counter

ions, which are in all cases stuck at the surface and the counter ions seem to act as ‘glue’ between the

acetyl groups and the Mnt. However, when protonation was decreased, adhesion was affected and

significantly lowered at neutral conditions (DPr ¼ 0%). The reason is concluded to be differences in

charge distributions of the respective functional groups. A further investigation on the intramolecular

hydrogen bonds formed in CHT or CHS shows that the adsorbed conformation of the polymer is also

highly affected by DA. This work provides fundamental insights into adhesion mechanisms and is of

potential importance for the development of polymer–clay based composite materials.
Introduction

The eld of research on polymer–clay nanocomposite materials
has been appealing to material developers since the mid
1980's.1 By adding just a few weight percent of montmorillonite
(Mnt) clay to a polymer matrix, the nal material possesses
mechanical, thermal and gas barrier properties superior to
those of the pure matrix.2–4 When using biopolymers, this class
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of material becomes interesting also from a sustainability
perspective.

Chitin (CHT) is the second most abundant naturally
occurring polymer in the world, aer cellulose.5,6 Structurally,
CHT is a polysaccharide composed of b(1-4) linked glucos-
amine and N-acetylated glucosamine units. It is found in
nature in the form of microbrils, as the principal load-
bearing component in the shells of crustaceans, the exoskel-
etons of arthropods, mushrooms and the cell walls of fungi.7

Despite its abundance, low cost and ‘green’ origin, industrial
utilization of CHT is severely limited because of its poor
solubility in most, including aqueous, solvents. This is
possibly related to its highly acetylated structure.8 Chitosan
(CHS), on the other hand which is the main derivative of CHT,
possesses many of the advantageous traits of CHT and is, at
the same time, soluble in acidic aqueous solutions. The gain
in solubility is an effect of alkaline deacetylation of CHT, and
the protonation of the amino groups in the acidic condition
(pH < 6.5).8,9 Generally, the degree of acetylation (DA), which
refers to the proportion of acetylated glucosamine units to the
total number of units, should be lower than 50% for the
polymer to qualify as chitosan.10 Chitosan is widely employed
in food science, biomedical and cosmetic industries and
agriculture,11 and in addition, being the only positively
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 Molecular graphics representation of (a) molecular structure of
one glucosamine dimer, the CHS or CHT chain formed by five dimers
with different number of acetylated unit to present different DA;
glucosidic linkage dihedral angles f and j are defined by atoms O5 C1
O4 C4 and C1 O4 C4 C3, respectively. (b) Molecular structure of the
super unit cell of Mnt clay: T, the tetrahedral layer; O, the octahedral
layer. (c) The front view of the simulation box for CHS–Mnt or
CHT–Mnt system.
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charged biopolymer at low pH, chitosan can be used as a
occulant to induce the deposition of anionic compounds12

and efficiently adsorb on an oppositely charged substrate to
produce multilayered thin lms from aqueous solutions.5,10

The idea of combining the bio-polymer CHS with the Mnt
clay is useful for designing novel and renewable materials.
There are various approaches to mimicking the brick-and-
mortar structure of nacre.13 Tang et al.14 pioneered the eld of
nacre-mimetic composites with a layer-by-layer deposition
technique using clay and a water-soluble polymer, and Walther
et al.15,16 provided the next large step forward by utilizing the
self-assembly properties of the two phases in a process similar
to paper making, thereby permitting a continuous water-based
processing. This approach was later extended to biopolymer
matrices like xyloglucan17,18 and also chitosan.19 Humidity is
known to signicantly lower the mechanical properties of the
nal material,14 although the effect can be minimized either by
chemical cross-linking17 or by using a polymer that has intrin-
sically high affinity for clay in water,18 and thus can provide
good stress-transfer also at high moisture contents. In addition,
the ability of chitosan to adsorb on the clay during processing is
an important factor that governs the nanostructure.20 Hence, it
is important to understand the driving forces at the interface
within a fully hydrated polymer–Mnt system, which is the focus
of the present study.

Since chitosan is positively charged, it will intuitively bind
strongly to the negatively chargedMnt. However, the adsorption
mechanism seems more complicated than being the effect of
pure electrostatic attraction only. Experimentally, Tiraferri
et al.10 have studied the chitosan adsorption mechanism on
oppositely charged silica surfaces by combining optical reec-
tometry and quartz crystal microbalance techniques. They
concluded that the adsorption behavior is highly dependent on
the aqueous solubility of the polymer, which in turn is closely
related to pH, and partially inuenced by the electrolyte type
and concentration used in the solution. In particular, at acidic
pH, chitosan behaved similarly to weakly charged poly-
electrolytes and the driving force of the adsorption was found to
be electrostatic attraction and, possibly, counterion release.
However, as the pH value increased, aggregates were formed
and large amounts of water were trapped. However, their
discussion is limited by the fact that the chitosan sample used
in their study was characterized only by molecular weight and
an average DA. Franca et al.8 used molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to show that the solvation is highly dependent on
DA, and that the distribution of the acetylated groups and the
protonated amino group affects a whole range of features of
chitosan. Moreover, water mobility and the intramolecular
interactions among chitosan chains seem to affect the stability
and solubility as well.8,9,21

MD simulations has evolved into a suitable tool to deal with
specic questions in material science, for instance, the inter-
actions between organic polymer and clay minerals in aqueous
solution.3,22,23 We have recently applied MD to study the adhe-
sion of the polysaccharide xyloglucan (XG) to a Mnt clay
surface.24,25 In the present study, we continue to focus on
interfaces and more specically, investigate how the degree of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
acetylation as well as protonation inuences the polymer–clay
interaction. To this end, extensive MD simulations have been
performed, and the work of adhesion between polymer and clay
is evaluated using steered MD simulations and umbrella
sampling, at several DA's ranging from 0% to 100%, and for
degrees of protonation (DPr) of 0%, 50%, and 100%. The
respective roles of acetylation and protonation for polymer
adsorption, conformation, and solubility are discussed. The
simulations provide theoretical insight into the complex inter-
facial structure within a chitosan–clay nanocomposite material.
The effect of acetylation and protonation upon adhesion is
important to the community developing these materials from a
processing but also moisture sensitivity perspective.

Methods
Theoretical model

The modelled polymer is a 10-mer polysaccharide chain
(Fig. 1a) consisting of 2, 4, 6, 8 or 10 acetylated glucosamine
units corresponding to a DA of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%,
respectively. To model a system at different degrees of proton-
ation (DPr), we chose the 20% DA CHS with half of the amino
group protonated (DPr ¼ 50%) to represent pH ¼ 6.5, and
further the same oligomer at DPr ¼ 0% and DPr ¼ 100%,
meaning that the CHS chain is either fully deprotonated or fully
protonated, corresponding to pH > 6.5 and pH < 4, respectively.
Only the polymer charges were varied at the different pH. While
the surface charge of the Mnt may also depend on pH, it has
been shown that only the edge surfaces, i.e., (0 1 0) and (1 1 0),
are affected whereas the adsorption plane (0 0 1) is nearly
unaffected by the environmental pH.51

A summary of all the simulated chitosan and chitin models
is shown in Table 1. The chains were all generated by the LEaP
module26 from the AMBER suite of programs. The Mnt clay
model was a sodium smectite was built based on the structure
of pyrophyllite by Cygan et al.27 In the present study, the Mnt
model was built from combining 8 super-cells in the x-direc-
tion, and 5 in the y-direction, with the chemical formula of each
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588 | 54581
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Table 1 Summary of the simulated systems

Systema DAb (%) DPrc (%) pH No. chain atomsd No. ionse No. waterf Sequenceg

CHS 0%–Mnt 0 50 pH ¼ 6.5 228 125 17 431 g-p-g-p-g-p-g-p-g-p
CHS 20%–Mnt 20 50 pH ¼ 6.5 237 124 17 428 g-p-a-g-p-g-p-a-g-p
CHS 20%–Mnt 20 100 pH < 4 241 128 17 358 p-p-a-p-p-p-p-a-p-p
CHS 20%–Mnt 20 0 pH > 6.5 233 120 17 387 g-g-a-g-g-g-g-a-g-g
CHS 40%–Mnt 40 50 pH ¼ 6.5 246 123 17 328 g-a-p-g-a-p-a-g-p-a
CHT 60%–Mnt 60 50 pH ¼ 6.5 255 122 17 488 g-a-p-a-a-g-a-a-p-a
CHT 80%–Mnt 80 50 pH ¼ 6.5 264 121 17 426 a-a-g-a-a-a-a-p-a-a
CHT 100%–Mnt 100 N/A N/A 273 120 17 416 a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a

a CHS–Mnt: chitosan with montmorillonite clay, CHT–Mnt: chitin withmontmorillonite clay; the number of Mnt atoms is 6400 and the total charge
of Mnt clay in each system is�120. b Degree of acetylation (DA). c Degree of protonation (DPr). The three levels (0%, 50%, 100%) correspond to three
pH levels, pH > 6.5, pH¼ 6.5, and pH < 4, respectively. d The number of atoms of the CHS or CHT chain. e The total number of sodium and chloride
ions. f The total number of water molecules in the system. g The sequence of the CHS or CHT. g: glucosamine; p: protonated glucosamine; a:
acetylated glucosamine.
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super cell being Na3[(Si31Al)](Al14Mg2)O80(OH)16 (Fig. 1b). The
total negative charge was balanced by 120 Na+ ions.

The CHS–Mnt system thus consists of one oligosaccharide
chain, and one Mnt sheet in aqueous solution (Fig. 1c) in a
rectangular simulation box with a size of 8 � 9 � 8 nm3. Peri-
odic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied in all three
directions. Approximately 17 400 explicit water molecules were
added as aqueous solution. Charges from CHS or CHT chains
were balanced by adding chloride ions. The description of the
simulated CHS–Mnt and CHT–Mnt systems are all summarized
in Table 1.

Computational details

All the calculations were performed by GROMACS/4.6.5
package.28–31 The GLYCAM_06h force eld32,33 was applied to
the acetylated glucosamine. For general glucosamine units and
the protonated glucosamine unit, the partial atomic charges
were derived by the ensemble average charge approach, the
same method that was used in the original optimization of the
GLYCAM_06 force eld as well. Details of this derivation can be
found in ESI.† The Mnt clay was modelled by the CLAYFF force
eld,27 and water was described by the simple point charge
(SPC) water model.34 Non-bonded parameters for counter ions
were taken from the work of Smith et al.35

To build up the system, each oligomer was rst solvated in a
5 � 5 � 5 nm3 box of water and equilibrated by a 3 ns long MD
simulation with a linear annealing process from 0 K to 298 K.
Following the solvent equilibration, a total of 120 ns further MD
run with isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble was performed to
get well equilibrated conformations. Next, the chains were
extracted and put on top of the Mnt surface with a center-of-
mass distance between the oligomer and the clay of 1.2 nm.
These systems were then subjected to 500 ps MD simulation
under NVT conditions, followed by 1 ns in NPT. Finally the
systems were solvated using explicit water. Each system was
then subjected to a 200 ns long NPT production simulation,
where the temperature was held constant at 298 K by coupling
to the Nosé–Hoover thermostat,36,37 and the pressure was 1 bar
in the direction of xx, yy and zz and 0 bar in the off-diagonal
direction xy/yx, xz/zx, and yz/zy, by coupling to the Parrinello–
54582 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588
Rahman barostat38,39. The compressibility was set to 10�6 bar�1

in all directions. The long-range electrostatic interactions were
evaluated by the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method.40,41 Cut-off
distance for the separation of direct and the reciprocal space
was set to 1.2 nm. The non-bonded van der Waals forces were
evaluated by a switching function, which started at 0.9 nm and
reached zero at 1.0 nm. The all-bonds constraints were with the
parallel version linear constraint solver (P-LINCS).42,43 The basic
time step was 2 fs with the leapfrog algorithm44 and output data
was saved every 2500 step.

To calculate the affinity of the oligosaccharide chains to the
Mnt clays surface, steered molecular dynamic simulations
(SMD) were carried out by pulling the single CHS or CHT chain
away from the Mnt surface along the perpendicular direction
(z axis). The free energy prole (corresponding to the work of
adhesion WA), was computed as the potential of mean force
(PMF) using umbrella sampling method,45,46 with the reaction
coordinate being the z-component of the center-of-mass
distance between the oligomer and the clay. A total of
150 umbrella windows were split from the SMD pulling trajec-
tory and further subjected to 3 ns MD simulation each. The
PMFs were nally generated from the last 2.5 ns of each
umbrella window by the weighted histograms analysis method
(WHAM)47 implemented in the GROMACS package. Each PMF is
the average of three independent PMF calculations.
Results and discussion
Interfacial adhesion

It is well known that interfacial adhesion plays an important
role for the mechanical behaviour of polymer–clay composite
materials.17,20,25 The molecular adhesion between CHT/CHS
oligomers and Mnt is here quantied as the molecular work
of adhesion, WA, dened as free energy difference between a
state where the oligomer is adsorbed and another state where it
is completely detached. In the subsequent sections, the result-
ing adhesion as a function of acetylation and protonation
respectively, is discussed and analyzed in terms of interaction
between different components. To simplify the discussion,
three types of functional groups in the CHT/CHS oligomers are
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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identied and analyzed in detail. They are the acetyl group
(chemical structure O]C–CH3, named Ac, residing on “a” units
in the sequence in Table 1), the protonated amino group
(named NH3

+, residing on “p” units in Table 1) and the non-
protonated amino group (named NH2, residing on “g” units
in Table 1).

N-Acetylation. The free energy proles for oligomers of
different DA in mild acidic solution (pH ¼ 6.5) are shown in
Fig. 2. The plateaus at large separations represent the total work
of adhesion,WA. When DA is below 50%, the strongest adhesion
is found for CHS0%, with WA ¼ 32.7 � 1.1 kcal mol�1. As DA
increases, WA decreases by 2% in the case of CHS20% to 31.9 �
1.0 kcal mol�1, and by 34% in the case of CHS40% to 21.5 �
1.3 kcal mol�1. It is worth noting that when DA increases, the
total net charge of the polymer decreases since there are less
available amino groups to protonate. An oscillatory behaviour is
observed for the plateau values for Mnt–CHS40%, Mnt–CHT60%
and Mnt–CHT80%. This might be due to insufficient sampling,
thus being an artefact of the simulations.

When DA > 50%, and by denition has turned into CHT, the
totalWA remains comparable to that of the highly charged CHS.
The same value,WA¼ 25.4� 1.0 kcal mol�1, is found for CHT at
DA ¼ 60% and 100%, while it is WA ¼ 18.9 � 1.0 kcal mol�1 for
CHT at DA ¼ 80%. Despite the oligomers gradually losing their
charge, interaction with clay remains strong. When DA is above
50%, more than half of the sugar units in the polymer chain are
acetylated, meaning that the functional group Ac is replacing
one of the protons previously bound to the nitrogen atom of the
(neutral) NH2 group, which is a process that also increases the
molecular weight. Although the N-acetylated glucosamine sugar
unit is neutral on the whole, the result of acetylation makes the
total side group [Ac-NH] carry a negative partial charge (see
Fig. S1 and Table S1 in ESI†). Since the Mnt surface is negatively
charged as well, it is not likely the Ac groups interact directly
with the clay, but there is, on the other hand, an opportunity to
Fig. 2 Free energy profiles for the studied CHS–Mnt or CHT–Mnt
systems at different DA. The starting point of x-axis is normalized to
the adsorbed conformation in each system; the distance (z) is
measured along the perpendicular direction of the clay surface. The y-
axis refers to the free energy difference, known as the work of adhe-
sion (WA).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
form strong electrostatic interactions with the positively
charged Na+ ions.

To further test this hypothesis, we analyse the interfacial
structure in terms of the density proles of the different
components for two extreme cases: CHS0%–Mnt and CHT100%–
Mnt as shown in Fig. 3. Density proles for all studied systems
are provided in Fig. S2 in ESI.† From Fig. 3 it is obvious that the
density of counter ions is always highest at the Mnt surface,
where also the NH3

+ nitrogens of CHS0% reside (Fig. 3 le). Next
observation is that both NH2 nitrogens from CHS0% as well as
the Ac oxygens from CHT100% are located in close proximity to
the counter ions but not directly at the surface. In the case of Ac
oxygens two distinct peaks are located near the peaks of counter
ions and these are higher than the NH2 nitrogen peak in
CHS0%–Mnt. We hypothesize that the strong adhesion between
the highly acetylated but uncharged CHT100% and the Mnt is
due to strong interaction between Ac and the counter ions that
in turn are essentially glued to the surface. A look at the pictorial
view of the interfaces as presented in Fig. 5 also supports the
hypothesis.

Fig. 4 presents the radial distribution functions (RDFs)
between the counter ions and each functional group atoms for
the CHS0%–Mnt and CHT100%–Mnt systems. Other intermediate
cases are shown in Fig. S3 in ESI.† The correlation between the
NH2 nitrogen and sodium ions in CHS0%–Mnt is of similar
strength as the correlation between Ac oxygen and sodium ions
in CHT100%–Mnt. Since both atoms carry a substantial negative
charge, this is understandable. In addition, we have calculated
the dipole moment at the centre of mass for both functional
Fig. 3 Density profiles of the different functional group atoms of the
polymer and counter ions at the interfacial area of CHS0%–Mnt (left)
and CHT100%–Mnt (right) systems. Density value of counter ions Na+

are divided by a factor of 5 to present all plots in a uniform range. Plots
are calculated from the last 50 ns trajectories.

Fig. 4 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) between the functional
group atoms of the polymer and counterions Na+ in the CHS0%–Mnt
(left) and CHT100%–Mnt (right) systems. Plots are calculated from the
last 50 ns trajectories.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588 | 54583
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Fig. 5 Snapshot of the equilibrated CHS or CHT–Mnt conformation.
The left panel is in a front view corresponding to each CHS–Mnt or
CHT–Mnt system at different DA. The right panel is in a top view of the
conformation of CHS or CHT at different DA, corresponding to the left
panel. Colour and drawing scheme: adsorbed Ac (O]C–CH3): red;
adsorbed NH2 group: magenta; adsorbed NH3

+ group: green; adsor-
bed counter ions Na+: blue; adsorbed atoms from the CHS or CHT
within 4 Å of Mnt clay surface: yellow transparent surface.

Fig. 6 Free energy profiles for the CHS20%–Mnt systems at different
DPr. The starting point of x-axis is normalized to the adsorbed
conformation in each system; the distance (z) is measured along the
perpendicular direction of the clay surface. The y-axis refers to the free
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groups. It was found to be 4.7 Debye for the Ac group, and 2.7
Debye for the NH2 group, indicating a difference that can partly
explain why the contribution to the adhesion is more
pronounced for the Ac group compared to the NH2 group. The
NH3

+ nitrogens are not coordinating the Na+ ions, since the
total positive charge of the group repels the ions.

In summary, the molecular adhesion between CHS/CHT
oligomers and Mnt is strong and comparable to the molecular
adhesion found between xyloglucan and Mnt in K+ aqueous
solution in our previous study (26.9 kcal mol�1).25 Two mecha-
nisms are identied and assumed to affect the interaction
between CHS/CHT and Mnt. First, when DA < 50%, electrostatic
attraction between the positively charged CHS and the nega-
tively charged Mnt surface is the main driving force for the
polymer adsorption. Second, when DA > 50%, the increasing
amount of Ac groups interact strongly with the sodium ions that
practically act as an electrostatic “glue” between the polymer
and the Mnt surface. Similar ion bridging effects have also been
observed in other elds. For instance, in low salinity oil
recovery,48 and biochemistry, where salt bridges are essential to
protein stabilization.49
54584 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588
N-protonation. At pH values above its pKa value of 6.3 in
aqueous solution, the NH3

+ groups in CHS are deprotonated,
rendering the polymer electrically neutral. It has been shown
experimentally by Tiraferri et al.10 that chitosan of DA ¼ 32% at
a pH of 8 does not adsorb to silica. This was attributed to that
CHS at this pH aggregates due to its reduced aqueous solubility.
It is however possible that this could be due to that the inter-
actions between CHS and the surface are affected in a more
direct sense, as well. To investigate what happens with the
molecular adhesion between Mnt and a CHS chain with modest
DA under different pH conditions, we performed further studies
of CHS20%–Mnt interfacial adhesion at two additional proton-
ation states mimicking pH < 4 and pH > 6.5 respectively.

Free energy proles of the CHS20% at different pH are shown
in Fig. 6. As expected, the fully protonated (DPr ¼ 100%) chi-
tosan CHS20% exhibits the strongest adhesion to the Mnt with a
value of 33.8 � 1.0 kcal mol�1. The main reason is likely to be
electrostatic attraction between the NH3

+ protons and the
negatively charged Mnt. Between high (DPr ¼ 100%) and
medium (DPr ¼ 50%) protonation, a difference of only 2 kcal
mol�1 is observed. However, the interaction is signicantly
weakened when the polymer is completely deprotonated (DPr ¼
0%) with a value of 8.56 � 0.9 kcal mol�1 only. Hence, the effect
of DPr is much stronger than the effect of DA in Fig. 2.

The density proles in Fig. 7 in combination with the
snapshot pictures in Fig. 8 support the hypothesis that the
strong adsorption of CHS20% is due to the protonation in the
acidic solution, where similarly to Fig. 3, the NH3

+ nitrogens are
found to be close to the surface. When pH is above 6.5 though,
all amino groups are deprotonated and therefore no such
attraction takes place. In this case, the NH2 nitrogens are found
close to the Na+ ions, but apparently not experiencing the “glue”
effect to the same extent as the Ac oxygens in CHT100% do in
Fig. 2. Although both the N-acetylated and the non-acetylated
glucosamine sugar units are electrically neutral, the func-
tional group Ac carries less charge compared to the replaced
energy difference, known as the work of adhesion WA.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 7 Density profiles of the different functional group atoms of the
polymer and counter ions at the interfacial area of CHS20%–Mnt
systems at different DPr. Density value of counter ions Na+ are divided
by a factor of 5 to present all plots in a uniform range. Plots are
calculated from the last 50 ns trajectories.

Fig. 8 Snapshots of equilibrated CHS20%–Mnt complex at three
different DPr. The left panel is in a front view. Right panel is in a top
view of each CHS20% polymer, corresponding to the left panel. Colour
and drawing scheme is the same as Fig. 5.

Fig. 9 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) between the functional
group atoms of CHS20% and counter ions Na+ for CHS20%–Mnt
systems at different DPr. Plots are calculated from the last 50 ns
trajectories.
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proton, and hence the total side group [Ac-NH] turns more
negative (�0.32e) than the NH2 group (�0.21e) (see Fig. S1 and
Table S1 in ESI†), which can explain the observed difference.

Further analysis of the radial distribution functions in Fig. 9
indicate that the fully protonated polymer is not coordinating
any Na+ ions at all, indicating direct interaction with the Mnt
surface without the help of ions. The 50% protonated CHS has
similar correlation to the Na+ ions from its two functional
groups NH2 and Ac, indicating Na+ ions may play a role as a
medium. Most importantly, for the fully deprotonated chitosan,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
by coordinating more Na+ ions, the functional Ac groups play a
key role in the polymer–clay interaction for the same reason as
we identied for the case of CHT100%. This is also seen in the
snapshots in Fig. 8; there is no Ac group attached to the Mnt
surface in the case of the fully protonated CHS, while one Ac
group is found attached on the Mnt surface in the case of 50%
protonated CHS. When CHS is completely deprotonated
though, both available Ac groups are attached to the clay
surface.
The role of hydrogen bonds

Just as intramolecular hydrogen bonds play an important role
for the stabilization of the secondary structure in proteins, the
extended two-fold helix of both chitin and chitosan is stabilized
by the intramolecular hydrogen bond O3(n)–HO3(n)/O5(n+1)
across the glycosidic linkage,52 which consequently play an
important role for the chitin crystalline structure and directly
contribute to the chain stiffness.8,9

Errington and coworkers have reported that high acetylation
makes the chitosan in solution adopt a coiled, but rigid
conformation, whereas low acetylation gives a rod-like but
exible chain,53 which they attribute to that acetylation restricts
the rotation around the glycosidic linkage. It thus seems that
acetyl groups can contribute to the formation and stabilization
of intramolecular hydrogen bonds.

Table 2 lists the number of intramolecular O3(n)–HO3(n)/
O5(n+1) hydrogen bonds as a function of DA. Interestingly, for
the adsorbed oligomers, the number of hydrogen bonds is
severely affected by DA. As the number of acetyl groups
increases, so does the number of hydrogen bonds. The effect on
the structure can be clearly seen in Fig. 5, where the oligomers
in the case of high DA adsorb in a at extended conformation.
For oligomers in solution, however, the number of intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds is constant for all DA's, within the
error limits. The occupancy turns out to be around 50%, at any
instant, regardless of DA. This is somewhat surprising as it
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588 | 54585
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Table 2 Number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed within the polymer CHS or CHT and the intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed
between the polymer hydroxyl (–O3HO3) and surroundingwatermolecules. Calculations were done both for the polymer at the adsorbed forms
on the Mnt clay surface and for their free solvated forms in water, at every DA and DPr

Polymer systems Intramolecular hydrogen bonds Polymer–water hydrogen bonds

DA (%) pH

O3(n)–HO3(n)/O5(n+1) O3–HO3/OW O3/HW–OW

Adsorbed form Free in water Adsorbed form Free in water Adsorbed form Free in water

0 pH ¼ 6.5 1.9 � 0.7 4.9 � 1.5 6.1 � 1.2 3.1 � 1.4 5.1 � 1.4 7.8 � 1.7
20 pH < 4 1.7 � 0.6 3.1 � 1.4 5.5 � 1.1 5.0 � 1.5 3.2 � 1.3 7.1 � 1.7

pH ¼ 6.5 4.2 � 0.9 4.9 � 1.5 4.2 � 1.1 3.3 � 1.3 6.4 � 1.5 8.3 � 1.7
pH > 6.5 4.3 � 1.4 6.6 � 1.3 2.3 � 1.4 2.2 � 1.1 9.1 � 1.8 10.3 � 1.7

40 pH ¼ 6.5 3.1 � 0.9 4.7 � 1.5 5.3 � 0.9 3.4 � 1.4 7.3 � 1.5 8.9 � 1.7
60 pH ¼ 6.5 2.1 � 0.9 4.2 � 1.3 2.1 � 1.0 4.3 � 1.3 8.0 � 1.8 9.3 � 1.8
80 pH ¼ 6.5 4.8 � 0.9 5.1 � 1.5 4.1 � 0.9 3.5 � 1.4 8.8 � 1.7 10.5 � 1.8
100 N/A 7.7 � 1.0 5.4 � 1.4 1.0 � 0.8 3.3 � 1.4 9.8 � 1.8 11.3 � 1.8

Fig. 10 Orientation distribution of water molecules within a 0.5 nm
radius of the hydroxyl O3 atom of the studied oligomers when
adsorbed to Mnt. The horizontal axis shows the average value of the
cosine of the angle q, which is defined by two vectors: one is the water
dipole vector, the other is the vector formed between the O3 and the
water oxygen, as marked by the black arrows in the upper panel. Color
scheme for the sugar unit in the upper panel: carbon (cyan), oxygen
(red), hydrogen (white), nitrogen (blue).
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stands in contrast to the ndings of Errington et al.,53 but it
might be that the comparison between short oligomers and
large macromolecules is not completely fair when it comes to
macroscopic conformational behavior.

As a consequence of affecting the structure, the intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds also affect the accessibility of water,
and thus the solvation of the oligosaccharide. More specically,
with the O3(n)–HO3(n)/O5(n+1) hydrogen bond intact, the
hydroxyl oxygen O3 can only function as an acceptor for
hydrogen bonds to water, whereas when the intramolecular
hydrogen bond is broken, it can function as both acceptor and
donor. From Table 2 we see that as DA increases, and the
occupancy of the O3(n)–HO3(n)/O5(n+1) bond along with it, the
number of O3–HO3/OW bonds decreases and the O3/HW
bonds increases, accordingly. The total number of hydrogen
bonds to water remains constant though.

Furthermore, the two situations have a signicant impact on
the orientation distribution of water in the vicinity of the
O3–HO3 hydroxyl group. Following Franca et al.,8 we charac-
terize the orientation of water molecules within a 0.5 nm radius
from O3 as the cosine of the angle between the water dipole
vector and the distance vector between O3 and the water oxygen
(see Fig. 10). In this representation, a value of around �0.6
means that one of the water hydrogen atoms is pointing directly
towards O3, which means that O3 in this case is functioning as
an acceptor. A value close to 1 on the other hand indicates that
O3 in that case is functioning as a donor. Fig. 10 plots this
distribution, for all different DA. For high DA, there is a
pronounced peak around �0.6 that gradually disappears as DA
decreases, as expected. What is evident from Fig. 10 is that
having O3 as acceptor leads to a much more localized orienta-
tion distribution, which clearly is disfavored by entropy and
thus should be worse from a solvation perspective. A similar
trend for the orientation distribution can be seen also for
oligosaccharides in solution (see Fig. S4 in the ESI†), although
considerably weaker, which correlates with the low impact DA
has on hydrogen bonding in this case.

Taken altogether, hydrogen bonding, both intramolecular
and to surrounding water molecules, is intimately linked to
polysaccharide structure, and its solvation. For the adsorbed
54586 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54580–54588
oligomers, there is clear correlation between the hydrogen
bonding and the DA. However, given both that hydrogen bonds
are highly opportunistic, and also the small variations with DA
for the oligomers in solution, it is likely that the hydrogen
bonding in the present case arises as a consequence of the
imposed oligomer structure rather than the other way around.

Naturally, hydrogen bonds contribute to the overall ener-
getics of the system, but as a driving force for adsorption, it is
secondary to the mechanisms discussed earlier.

On a nal note, the adhesion of the polymer to Mnt must
clearly be affected by the polymer solubility.11,50 Thus, to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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investigate the thermodynamics of these systems in full, also
the possibility for aggregation of polymers in solution will have
to be brought into the equation. This would be an interesting
topic for future work but is out of the scope of the present study.

Conclusions

In this study, we have investigated the adhesion of chitin and
chitosan oligomers to Mnt clay in fully hydrated conditions.
Specically, the effects of N-acetylation and protonation on the
work needed to detach the oligomers from the clay surface were
studied using molecular dynamics simulations.

Our calculations show surprisingly small variation in adhe-
sion with DA. Despite the fact that the surface is negatively
charged, and that the oligomers are positively charged at DA ¼
0%, +0.5e per sugar unit, and neutral at DA ¼ 100%, the
calculated free energies were 32.7 kcal mol�1 and 25.4 kcal
mol�1, respectively, indicating strong adhesion in both cases.

Based on the distribution of the relevant functional groups
(amino groups and acetyl groups) and counter ions close to the
Mnt surface, we propose that this is due to two different
mechanisms that work in concert. Positively charged amino
groups are preferentially located as close to the Mnt surface as
possible, which leads to strong electrostatic interaction with the
negatively charged surface. Neutral acetyl groups on the other
hand are positioned a bit further away from the surface, but are
strongly correlated with the positive Na+ counter ions, which are
in all cases stuck at the surface. Thus, in this case, counter ions
seem to act as “glue” between the acetyl groups and the Mnt.

The amino groups are deprotonated at pH >6.5, which
renders chitosan neutral at those conditions. Simulations of a
neutral chitosan oligomer show that the adhesion to Mnt in this
case is substantially lower than for the charged form, only
8.6 kcal mol�1, which also is much lower than for pure chitin.
The analysis shows that the neutral amino groups are strongly
correlated to the Na+ ions, just as the acetyl groups. The reason
why the adhesion in this case is weaker can be traced to the
respective charge distributions of the functional groups. Partial
charges on the acetyl groups are generally larger than on the
amino groups, leading to both higher total charge of the groups
as a whole, and also larger dipole and higher multipole
moments.

The two different mechanisms lead to different structures of
the adsorbed molecules. Charged oligomers preferentially
adsorb sideways, whereas neutral oligomers adsorb at down,
which has consequences for the hydrogen bonding character-
istics. The occupancy of the intramolecular O3(n)–HO3(n)/O5(n+1)
hydrogen bond increases with DA, leading to more extended
and less exible conformations. At low DA, the more open
structure makes the oligomers more accessible to solvation by
surrounding water.

In summary, our calculations present new insights of how
acetylation and protonation affect the adhesion of chitosan and
chitin to charged surfaces, e.g. Mnt clay. This work is of
potential interest for the designing of chitosan–Mnt composite
materials. Furthermore, as a direct consequence of our
proposed mechanism for the interaction between chitin/
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
chitosan and Mnt, we predict that there is an effect from
using different counter ions in the systems, and also that this
effect should get stronger as the DA increases. In addition,
setting polymer solubility issues aside, the moisture sensitivity
of the nal composite should be mildly dependent on both DA
and the pH during processing.
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